Prague, 1 September 2014
PRESS REPORT
Art Movement, NGO brings another unique socio-cultural project to Prague. „Parallel Worlds - for
better and mature Visegrad region“It is a project dedicated to improving the life of the people
suffering of mental disorders , to emphasize civic dialogue and human feelings within the Visegrad
region. It consists of workshops, discussions and film screenings.
International in scope, Parallel Worlds starts in Prague on 1 October 2014. Continuing on to
Bratislava (SK), Tábor (CZ) and Líbeznice (CZ).
Starts at :

10:00 – 16:00 hrs. Centre Podskalí,
Vnislavova 4, Prague 2– workshop/discussions/
17:00 hrs. – screening – Purkrabství Vyšehrad
V pevnosti 2b, Prague 2

Project details available on www.parallelworlds.cz
Quote from Markéta Matoušková, International Project Manager, Art Movement, NGO:
“The Parallel Worlds project focuses on people suffering from mental disorders and inter-reaction
between those and majority society. We have to find common speech and we have to find new
perspectives. It aim to expand cultural offerings in participating cities, to encourage civic dialogue,
and sense of community, and to intensify interest in civic society and human issues. It will create a
pleasant atmosphere in which we can discuss how we can contribute for better VF region. With our
Visegrad partners (SK, PL, HU) we trying to help to see new horizons in our common VF region via this
project.”

About Art Movement, NGO
Art Movement (AM) , is a non-profit, non-governmental company whose main purpose is to support
and promote culture and art in all its spheres, with an emphasis on creating quality Czech and foreign
projects which have an opportunity to reach international participants.
Art Movement has established collaborations across the whole of Europe and beyond with research
institutes, universities, art centers and various other NGO´s, as well as with dedicated individuals
based in Prague, Czech Republic. Art Movement systematically introduces the public to current
trends, research methods and results in cultural history, particularly in relation to sociology, political
science and cultural anthropology. Opening and providing context for discussions about the
importance of culture and civic society in the EU environment are of most importance. Many

www.parallelworlds.cz

activities combine strong culture and educational aspects: training sessions, workshops, exhibitions,
performances and film screenings.
Patronage and partnerships:
The Parallel Worlds project is organized by Art Movement NGO and the following foreign and Czech
partners:
 Slovakia: Association for Education and Culture
 Poland: Stowarzyszenie Moje Marzenia Spełniają Się
 Hungary: European Cultural Foundation
Admission is free. We are looking forward to welcome you.
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